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The RESET 
Taken aback by the devastating Australian wildfires, the designer was 

inspired to narrate a story that protects nature and encourages us to reset 
our lifestyles. 

We played with rich shades of emerald green, symbolising nature in its 
pristine form, and introducing layers of brown rusty lifeless leaves, high-
lighting the destructure, that is a threat to humanity if we refuse to reset. 

The introduction of this new green print was coupled with a past story 
telling of divine underwater sea patterns. 

The RESET is a beautiful discourse that guides you to a place of 
tranquility allowing you to revert back to basics. It is a consciously 

minimalistic collection using remnants and up-cycled pieces 
focusing more on comfort as a reflection of the current state 

of global affairs. 



RES01 - Over the shoulder blouse 

RES02 - Palazzo trousers with zip on the side 
and pockets
100% Silk                         

RES01 - WH £80  Retail £200
RES02 - WH £195 Retail £487.50



RES03 - Long flarred jumpsuit with palazzo style 
trousers. Zip and buttons in the opening. Side 
pockets.

100% Silk

RES03 - WH £228 Retail £570



RES04 - Mini dress with high collar and zip in the 
front. 
100% Silk

RES04 - WH £145 Retail £362.50



RES05 - Sleeveless blouse with open back 
(same style back as RES10) Zip in the front. 

RES06 - Mini skirt with drappings on the side. 
100% Silk

RES05 - WH £115 Retail £287.50
RES06 - WH £130 Retail £325



RES07 - Over the shoulder blouse 

RES08 - Mini skirt with drappings on the side. 
100% Silk 

RES07 - WH £80  Retail £200 
RES08 - WH £130 Retail £325



RES09 - Playsuit with flarred long sleeves. Zip 
and buttons in the opening. 
100% Silk

RES09 - WH £180 Retail £450



RES010 - Flarred long sleeve blouse with back 
opening. .
100% Silk

RES010 - WH £140 Retail £350



RES011 - Sleeveless blouse with open back 
(same style back as RES10) Zip in the front. 
RES012 Palazzo trousers with zip on the side 
and pockets

RES011 - WH £115 Retail £287.5 
RES012 - WH £195 Retail £487.50



RES013 - Kaftan 
100% Silk 

RES013 - WH £140 Retail £350 



RES014 - Mini dress with pleated skirt.  
100% Silk 

RES014 - WH £198 Retail £495 



EKI is known for its signature soft silks and ethereal chiffons that 
form delicate drapings and flowing silhouettes. Designed with the 
modern woman in mind, the collections feature a combination of 
versatile separates and gorgeous kaftans that make it light and easy 
to travel with.

As is customary with EKI, the story of the print drives the meaning 
behind each collection. This is then married with sublime silhou-
ettes to create a powerful fashion story. We have built a narrative 
around the prints which tell stories of Nature, Culture or Travel, 
always inspired by Africa.

When you buy an EKI piece, you not only own a piece that tells a 
unique African story celebrating life and culture but you also invest 
in our planet’s future by supporting a brand that makes conscious 
production and fabric choices.

EKI means Centre of Attraction and by wearing an EKI piece, you 
gravitate towards being that attraction.

EKI has been worn by celebrities like Hollywood actresses Lupita 
Nyong’o and Thandie Newton, Philantropist/ Model Noella Cour-
saris, Musician and envornmentalist advocate ELLE and Prada 
Model Malaika Firth.
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